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Editorial
Welcome to the latest edition of the Ossory Times.
Recalling the past is very much part of our faith.
We do so every time we read the scriptures and
each time we gather to pray. It is good to recall
the past - it reminds us of our roots, where we have
come from and what we are about. Looking to
the past, in Ossory, we have much for which we
are thankful. In recent times we have celebrated
our past by reflecting on the arrival of the Little
Sisters of the Poor to Waterford, as they now have
a home among us in Ossory, and by celebrating
the beginning of the Loreto Sisters offering of
education here in our midst - these occasions are
documented in this edition.
In our faith we look to the past not merely for
memory, but so that we may live more fully in
the present. With this in mind we also see in these
pages how our faith is finding expression today.
Recently we celebrated the World Meeting of
Families in Dublin. It was wonderful occasion with
people from all over the world coming to Ireland
to reflect upon, and to celebrate, the importance
of family. It was occasion too for the visit of Pope
Francis - many people from our diocese were part
of those days and they recall here just how
special a time it was.
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Finally we recall our faith filled past, and live
it now, in the hope of a future when it will be
truly fulfilled. As a people of faith, then, we
must also look to tomorrow. In this context,
in these pages, Bishop Farrell outlines his
vision for the future challenges facing us
and our faith and we reflect too, given the
changing demographics of our church as it
faces this future, on some models of Pastoral
Leadership as they are seen in Canon Law.
In these articles, and in the others of this
edition, I hope you find some learnings from
our past, some of the life of our present and
some of the great hope for our future. As
always we hope you enjoy this publication.
Comments, suggestions and contributions
are most welcome for future editions.
Articles or advertisements for upcoming
events or of recent events, can be sent
to:
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0
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...to be a “sister of the poor” is to walk the
road with and journey with another...
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Little Sisters of the Poor
celebrate 150 Years in
Waterford
On Saturday the 14th April the newly
appointed Bishop of Ossory, Bishop
Dermot Farrell, Sisters, invited priests,
residents, volunteers, and friends of St
Joseph’s Home, Ferrybank gathered to
celebrate and acknowledge 150 years
of the arrival in 1868 of the Little Sisters of
the Poor to Waterford.
Great effort was put into the preparations
for this celebration by the Sisters,
volunteers and friends of the community.
The spirit of welcome was first noticeable
by freshly enhanced flower beds and the
warm welcome at the door by Sisters and
staff .Great decorations were added to
enhance an already beautiful building.

The highlight of the day was the
concelebrated Mass with music provided
by St Paul’s Parish choir and soloists from
the Dominican Church Bridge Street,
accompanied on the organ by Sean
Hennessy, building services manager of
the Home.
The readings were read by Gary Falconer,
Architect of the Home and Vera Loftus,
resident, the Psalmists were Mary and
Catherine Soloists from the Dominican
Church, Bridge Street, Waterford. After
the Gospel Bishop Farrell shared a most
moving and insightful homily on the life
and spirit of Jeanne Jugan, foundress
of the Little Sisters of the Poor. The
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Bishop focused us on the title of the
Congregation, Little Sisters of the Poor.
He said, “to be a “sister of the poor” is
to walk the road with and journey with
another. Your specific charism is to the
elderly is not just to provide food and
accommodation to them - but to bring
every woman and man a certain quality
of relationship, a presence, a closeness
and a quality of life and dignity which will
draw the elderly poor out of their isolation
and free them from fear and anxiety.”
He mentioned that “our airwaves are
clogged with talk on the homeless poor
today. It is a huge reality in our country,
would that the Congregation could
have the resources to grow your ministry
to encompass so many people who find
themselves without a front door or a
kitchen table to sit around.” Prayers of the
faithful were read by Sr Mary Christina,
Provincial Councillor.
Gifts for the offertory were carried by
Mother Roseline and Brid Tehan, a former
employee of Manor Hill. The pink and

white flower arrangements in the chapel
were beautifully arranged by Anne Cefai
and greatly admired.
After Communion Antoinette Davost
rendered Panis Angelicus beautifully,
helping us all to enter into profound
prayer. The final hymn, Sister and Servant
of the Poor, composed on the occasion
of the canonisation of Jeanne Jugan
echoed again the Bishop’s homily and
highlighted that we are still challenged
by the spirit of Jeanne Jugan.
Refreshments
beautifully
prepared
by Breda and our own kitchen team
were served to over 200 guests in true
Irish hospitality in the Concert Hall and
Tearoom. A wonderfully joyful day was
had by all as expressed on the faces of
children and adults as they chose some
souvenirs of Jeanne Jugan. The challenge
remains for us all to be “bread that is life
for the world and wine freely poured” as
we journey with the residents an staff of St
Joseph’s Home.

– MEMORIES –
Celebration of the 150th Anniversary of the arrival of
the Little Sisters in Waterford - 12th February 2018
We could not let this important date go by without thanking God for all his many graces to us
over the past 150 years. It was decided to have a special Mass of Thanksgiving for the Residents
and Sisters. Fr Cyprian, Chaplain, concelebrated with our three resident priests. Sean Hennessy
was our organist which really enhanced our celebration. During the previous week Sr Helen
Mary organised a choir practice so that everyone know the hymns and could participate.
Frances Coffey, our oldest resident of 105 years and Larry Hayes a resident who was in Manor
Hill both brought the gifts to the altar and they were wheeled by two carers who worked in
Manor Hill.
Sean Hennessy prepared a pull up banner for Reception showing the locations in Waterford
since 1868. 3 Adelphi Terrace 1868, Manor Hill 1874 and Ferrybank 2010. Special flower
arrangements at the reception helped to create awareness that something special was
happening today the 12th February. Power Point presentations for our screen at reception and
throughout the house enabled everyone to know what was happening. The residents were all
so interested and read all the story.
Denis Myler and the kitchen team excelled themselves and provided a magnificent meal for
the whole house, the residents enjoyed it immensely.
A festive night prayer of thanksgiving brought this wonderful day to a close as we thanked
God for his loving protection and care over the past 150 years.
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How, then, does a bishop ensure the continuation and
deepening of the Christian life in a contemporary parish
which has become larger secular?

The challenges
and opportunities
facing the Irish Church
Bishop Dermot Farrell

I have been asked to write this article on the challenges and opportunities
facing the Irish Church, from the perspective of a recently-appointed
bishop. Many documents of the Church and assemblies in individual
dioceses have analysed the problems facing the Church in Ireland. I think
the challenge of this time is not to produce yet more documents and
papers, but to put a vision for the future into action in our parishes.

We live in a world in which the
individual has become more and more
autonomous. This development poses
a major challenge for us today since,
by its nature, the gift of faith we have
is transmitted to us by our parents,
teachers and the entire community that
makes up our parishes. Furthermore, to
profess faith is to enter into the long
history of our forebearers - holy women
and men whose lives revolved around
God and loved God by loving their
neighbours. Pope John Paul put it
succinctly: “A person who has given
adherence to Jesus Christ by faith and
is endeavouring to consolidate that

faith by catechesis needs to live in
communion with those who have taken
the same step. Catechesis runs the risk
of becoming barren if no community
of faith and Christian life takes the
catechumen in at a certain stage of
his catechesis. That is why the ecclesial
community at all levels has a twofold
responsibility with regard to catechesis:
it has the responsibility of providing for
the training of its members, but it also
has the responsibility of welcoming
them into an environment where they
can live as fully as possible what they
have learned” (Catechesi Tradendae,
§24).
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Faith, then, needs an environment if it is
not to shrivel and die. In the language
of agriculture, farmers call it a habitat
where species thrive. The primary
habitat of faith is community, but not
any community! Rather, a community
that seeks the Lord and the neighbour
where they may be found (see Isa
55:6). In the story of the Paralytic (Luke
5:17–26), his friends bring the paralytic
to Jesus. The evangelist notes, “When
Jesus saw their faith…” (5:20). In what
did their faith consist? It consisted of two
inseparable realities—their concern for
their friend that expressed itself in action,
and their confidence in the Lord that
had them bring the man to Jesus. The
habitat of faith is a community which
expresses itself in concern for the other
and in a trust in the Lord. Prayer is the
touchstone of faith. In prayer we can
touch faith and receive the energy to
live that faith. Thus, the first challenge
is to build a praying community. To this
end we need to form lay women and
men who will assist parents in handing
on the faith to the next generation
in the full realisation that the heart of
faith is not in the words in which it is
formulated, but the God who speaks.
Since our culture is concerned more
with experience than with doctrine
we will have to speak to the heart. We
have to make understandable in a
new way and in a new language what
the Christian faith is. It is only then that
the deepest longings in the heart will
be satisfied.
As Pope Francis reminds us “the Gospel
offers us the chance to live life on a
higher plane, but with no less intensity:
“Life grows by being given away, and
it weakens in isolation and comfort.
Indeed, those who enjoy life most are
those who leave security on the shore
and become excited by the mission
of communicating life to others”” (see
Evangelii Gaudium, §10).
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How, then, does a bishop ensure the
continuation and deepening of the
Christian life in a contemporary parish
which has become larger secular? We
need to face the reality that there has
been a very steady haemorrhaging of
faith, and that over time it will disappear
when there is no religious practice. The
real issue in Ireland right now is a deep
crisis of faith. A particular expression of
this is the lack of vocations. To date far
too much energy has been devoted to
the maintenance of existing structures
rather than the proclamation of the
Gospel.
Some of our Liturgies have been less
than inspiring. We need to examine
the quality both of our Liturgies and our
preaching of the Word of God which
has been confided by the Church to
the priest so that it may be heard by,
and welcomed by, the faithful. This is
an opportunity for all priests to come to
the realisation that their primary mission
is to preach the Word of God.
Good Liturgy which anchors the lives of
the faith community takes time. In the
Liturgy our lives are moulded as a faith
community. Thus, rushing from one
Liturgy to another on Sunday morning
is not conducive to proper moulding
of the community with little or no time
given to the savouring of the Word of
God. Good Liturgy appeals to us on
many levels, including the imagination.
For example, music in the Liturgy is not
just to entertain us; great music will
always take us to the silence of the
mystery from which it comes.
With a decreasing number of people
attending the celebration of the
Liturgy of the Eucharist on Sundays,
and the reduction in the number of
active priests, we need to consider the
number of Masses that are celebrated
in parishes and in the wider pastoral
units.
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As priests, people look to us to see
Jesus Christ. In reading the Gospel we
get an insight into the heart of Jesus.
It is not enough as a priest to have a
public persona, but the Father is asking
us to face up to the reality of our
ministry and our relationship with him.
The challenge for priests nowadays
where they have to minister in more
than one parish is that they become
more separated from the people to
whom they are called to serve. In this
scenario the challenge is to avoid
becoming the civil-servant priest or the
priest on a soap box, where we spare
ourselves from the ‘vulnerabilities’
by becoming ‘professional’. It is the
local priest who models, for those
he encounters, the face of Christ: a
forgiving face, a welcoming face, a
kind face and, I hope, a happy one.
It is only as such that it truly reflects
the image that God has given us. In
this context, I am conscious also as a
Bishop today of the importance of the
support and care of our clergy. I am, in
Ossory, deeply conscious of their long
history with this Diocese and its people.
It is their care for the people that has
kept the flame of faith burning brightly
here and in collaborating with them
we will continue that work together.
The German Cardinal and theologian,
Walter Kasper, suggests that the
Church today is in krisis. That is if we
understand that term, Krisis, according
to the original Greek meaning, not
as being in “collapse or catastrophe
but rather in a situation of upheaval
in which decisions must be taken”
(Walter Kasper, A Celebration of Priestly
Ministry Challenge, Renewal, and
Joy in the Catholic Priesthood, New
York: Crossroad, 2007, 18). It is a fair
observation as no-one would argue
that the Church of Ireland’s past could,
or would, continue to serve Ireland
today. Saying that does not undermine
the contribution of the Church and
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its rich tradition but it simply serves to
admit that we, the church community,
must continue to reform ourselves to
best serve the Lord and his people for
every generation.
Crises, even in the common sense of
that word, are not to be feared as
they can create opportunities to grow
and develop, provided that we face
them: “The Church was born in a crisis
of power. At the Last Supper Jesus was
giving up control of his life. He had
been sold by Judas to his enemies;
Peter was about to deny him; his
disciples are on the verge of fleeing.
He will be imprisoned and killed. The
Church begins in this moment of utter
collapse. It is also the moment in which
Jesus performs his most powerful
gesture upon which the Church rests.
He takes bread, breaks it and shares
it saying, 'This is my body, given for
you.' He shares the cup of wine as the
foundation of the new Covenant. But
the giving of the bread-ly body cannot
be separated from the giving of his
body, and the giving of himself, on the
day that followed.
We have nothing to fear from crises.
The Church was born in one and is
renewed through them; they are
our speciality!” (Timothy Radcliffe
OP, "Power and Powerlessness in the
Church: The Chance for Renewal."
in Austen Ivereigh (ed.), Unfinished
Journey: The Church 40 Years after
Vatican II. (London: Continuum, 2003),
119–34; here 120.
In that spirit then these challenges
that face the Irish Church at this time
are best seen as opportunities – real
opportunities for us to continue to
share the Good News of our faith in
the time and with the people we have
been called to serve.
(Article will also feature in the Intercom,
November edition)
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Training for
Transformation
Lorraine O'Shea

Often when we enrol for a course we
envisage much intense concentration
and frenetic note-taking but there was a
course on during the summer in St Patrick’s
Campus, Mary Immaculate College
Thurles which was very far removed from
this. This excellent study programme was
entitled Training for Transformation and
is designed to assist community workers
with their tasks.
The College itself is a tranquil oasis in
the heart of Thurles town; a beautifullyrefurbished building which was once a
seminary but now trains students for various
careers of a different kind. The grounds
are perfectly maintained; the facilities
excellent and the accommodation
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modern and spacious. The course was led
expertly by Martin Kidney and Fr Eamonn
Fitzgibbon who, whilst challenging the
participants, enabled all to feel included
and at ease at all times.
Training for Transformation is based on
the writings of Paulo Freire, a Brazilian
educator and philosopher. Freire states
that those who have wealth massively
influence government policies across the
world in order to create conditions for
increasing their own wealth. This means
that the poorer people do not get a fair
share of the wealth created, and their
conditions, though improving, are still well
below what they could be.
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... We find it hard to be truly present to
another, because our own needs and
desires are uppermost to us...

The level of self-enlightenment achieved on the course was
astounding. Clever games were played which illustrated
very clearly the competitiveness of the participants
regardless of the consequences to others. This reflects how
many in society are soley concerned with looking after
themselves and their immediate family and care little for
those who are struggling with life.
The course incorporated many very valuable guidelines
for leadership: The most important advice was to listen
very closely to the needs of the organisation/group before
putting any plan of action in place. The plan would then
be based solely on what has been heard from the group
rather than what the facilitator thinks/imagines is required.
It was illustrated how facilitation is about two things in a
meeting - soul and structure. Soul is about caring for the
people at the meeting and this includes listening and
respect for the dignity of the person. Structure is about
caring for the task; putting in place a simple, practical set
of steps to get the task done, whatever that may be.
We noted the central challenge of accessing a depth
of calm in ourselves at critical moments - for listening, for
sensitivity to the dignity of others, for seeing and maintaining
a structure for meetings. In our day-to-day lives we cope
with challenges and needs. It is part of our human condition
that we feel somewhat insecure, sometimes threatened
by others. We desire to control, to impress. We find it hard
to be truly present to another, because our own needs
and desires are uppermost to us. But, at the same time,
there is a deeper, more calm part of us where we feel less
threatened, less insecure and are more open to others.
Facilitation requires helping the group to be in touch with
this ‘soul’ dimension.
On a less serious note, wonderful fun was had too
particularly when, in groups, the participants were required
to develop and perform a mime or drama based on
lessons learnt on the course. The subject matter may have
been grave indeed but the performances were hilarious
and enormously enjoyable for all.
If the opportunity ever arises to partake in a ‘Training for
Transformation’ course DON’T MISS IT!
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Relics remind us that the saints were human just
like us, that, like us, they too had struggles.

Visit of the Relics of Saints
Louis and Zélie Martin and
Saint Thérèse of Lisieux to
St Mary's Cathedral
Noreen McDonnell

To coincide with the World Meeting of Families held in
Dublin in August the Carmelite Order arranged that the
relics of Saints Louis and Zélie Martin, and their youngest
daughter, Saint Thérèse, would come from Lisieux to Ireland.
The Relics were present at the opening ceremony of the WMOF2018 in the RDS,
Dublin, on Tuesday, August 21, and were also present in the sanctuary area
for the Papal Mass in the Phoenix Park on Sunday, August 26. After travelling
to several places across Ireland before and after WMOF2018 the relics arrived
at St Mary's Cathedral on Saturday 1st September where they were received
at the Cathedral by Bishop Dermot Farrell joined by people from across the
diocese of Ossory. Following a Prayer Service to mark the arrival of the relics,
the Cathedral facilitated their veneration until later that afternoon. As people
trickled into the Cathedral continually during the duration of the veneration
many pondered on the lives of these saints which bore testimony to the love
of God and which continues even today to influence all of us through the
communion of Saints.
Louis and Zélie Martin, the parents of St Therese of Lisieux, were beatified on
19 October 2008, not because five of their children entered religious life, one
becoming a saint, but because their married life gave witness of an exemplary
Christian life. That life was completely ordinary, that of a Christian couple who
raised their children by working together. They knew the joy and pain of all
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families, but in their togetherness all
was love: the love of God; love of
their children; love of others. Saint
Thérèse wrote: “The good Lord
gave me a father and a mother
more worthy of heaven than of
earth." And she also speaks of the
"heaven towards which tended all
their actions and all their desires."
Relics are a very real connection
to someone important from our
past. When a loved one dies we
instinctively hold on to something
that connects us to them. These
little items remind us not just of the
person but of who they were, what
they did and what they stood for.
So too in our faith community the
Church, but in the Church there is
an added element to the relic of a
saint. A relic brings us very much into
the presence of God in his Kingdom,
where the saint intercedes on our
behalf.
Relics remind us that the saints
were human just like us, that, like
us, they too had struggles. They
remind us that we, like the saints,
can overcome our struggles and
be raised up to the Kingdom to live
alongside them in God’s eternal life.
Perhaps that is why we find it easy
to venerate the relics of the saints, a
reminder that holiness is achievable,
that we are not alone that there are
others like us to help us on our pilgrim
journey. As people gathered in St
Mary's Cathedral there was indeed
a joyful and prayerful atmosphere,
a sense of togetherness, everyone
bringing their own particular story
to the Lord through his sainted
witnesses who lived on this earth like
we do now and who have gone
before us in faith. The relics of the
saints remind us that the communion
of saints includes us too, our lives our
joys our sufferings our efforts to live
the gospel are blessed by God.
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To tell this story it is necessary to start at the beginning
with the founding of the Institute ... by an English woman,
Mary Ward, in 1609...

Celebrating 150 years
of Loreto education in
Kilkenny
Colm Keher

The Loreto Secondary School and
convent are celebrating 150 years of
Loreto education in Kilkenny. This special
anniversary will be marked by many
special events which will give the school
community the opportunity to reflect on
its great contribution to the educational
and social fabric of the city and diocese.
The celebrations began with the taking of
a whole-school photograph. With about
1,000 people in the photo (students and
staff), it will prove to be a lovely record
of the school community in this special
year. The formal celebrations opened on
the 13th of September with the opening
of the school year Mass. This was a
very special and moving occasion as
the 13th was the anniversary of the first
Mass celebrated in the Loreto Convent
in 1868. The Sisters in the convent who
were unable to attend were able to join
in the celebration thanks to the web-cam
in St Mary’s Cathedral. Not surprisingly,
with the school’s magnificent musical
tradition, the involvement of the Loreto
choirs and orchestra helped make it a
moving and prayerful occasion, while

a beautiful drama piece symbolised
the the gift of education. The Mass
was celebrated by school chaplain Fr
Whearty and the closing address was
by Sr Carmel Swords, representing the
Loreto Order. Afterwards the students
and teachers returned to the Granges
for a special party afternoon which
included dancing, obstacle courses,
bouncy castles, a magician and even an
ice-cream treat. As ever, the girls were
extremely well-behaved and entered
joyfully into the spirit of the occasion.
The next item on the programme will be
the Gala Concert on the 3rd of October,
7.30pm, in the Lyrath Hotel. This will be a
music and drama event to showcase the
talents of students, past and present. The
concert is open to the public and tickets
are available through the school. Other
events planned over the course of the
year include a history day, art and poetry
competitions, sports events to involve
past pupils and a past-pupils dinner.
The story of the founding of the Loreto
convent and school in Kilkenny is an
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interesting one with many aspects
not widely known. To tell this story it is
necessary to start at the beginning with
the founding of the Institute of the Blessed
Virgin Mary (formal name of the Loreto
Order), by an English woman, Mary Ward,
in 1609. She pioneered a new model of
self-governance by female religious and,
inspired by St Ignatius, she wished for the
freedom of her order to work outside the
walls of the convent with the poor and to
open schools for girls. Her order met with
early success and spread through Europe
but unfortunately her radical approach
did not meet with universal favour and
her life’s work ended with the apparent
failure of the closure of her houses and
the suppression of her order. Mary Ward
ended her days in the Bar Convent in York
with a small group of followers. Nearly
two centuries later, a young Dublin girl,
Frances Teresa Ball, was sent to York to
receive her education. She would later
enter the novitiate of the I.B.V.M. and in
1821 she returned to Dublin to found the
Irish branch of the Order which would
be known as ‘Loreto’; named after the
Italian town which holds the relic of the
house of the Holy Family.
The Irish branch of the I.B.V.M. was
destined to thrive and over the next
century established schools across the
globe. Frances Teresa Ball had a strong
desire to found a school in Ossory and
particularly in the seat of the diocese.
The annals record that in 1858, Frances
Teresa Ball attempted to buy a house in
Kilkenny, but with no success. They then
founded a school and convent in Borrisin-Ossory having been invited by the
local parish priest of the time, Father John
Birch. Mother Teresa Ball did not give
up her dream of founding a school in
Kilkenny however and in 1860 the Loreto
sisters had moved into a house in 30
Patrick’s Street. We are told the ground
floor was occupied by a Solicitor’s office.
The schools were opened in October and
were well attended, notwithstanding this,
however, the nuns only remained a few
months here, ‘the neighbours being too
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noisy and unsuitable and the premises
were finally given up in March, 1861’. No
doubt things are very different in Patrick’s
Street now!
In 1868, Rev. Mother Scholastica
Somers, Frances Teresa Ball’s successor,
purchased a house in Kilkenny that had
previously been the town residence of
Lord Clifden. This building, between St
Canice’s Cathedral and the current site
of the school, is now the location of the
Good Shepherd Centre. Even though
it is not well-known locally, this building
had previously been used by St Kieran’s
College in its early years, providing an
interesting shared history between the
two famous schools. The annals record
that the nuns first arrived on the 9th
of September and the first Mass in the
Convent was celebrated on the 13th by
a Rev. T. Kelly, later Dean of the Diocese.
The school opened its doors to students
on the 5th of October. The curriculum
on offer was: English, German, Italian,
French, Plain and Fancy Work, Arithmetic.
The extra curricular activities were: Music
(vocal and instrumental), Dancing, Flower
Arranging, Drawing and Painting. The
Loreto archive records its debt to Bishop
of Ossory, Dr Brownrigg (Bishop from 1884)
in whom the Order found one of ‘its best
friends and safest guides’.
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1897

Loreto Convent Kilkenny,
former townhouse of Lord Clifden.
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Reality dictates that we will have to find new ways of
providing priestly ministry in our parishes ... one source
of useful indications is the code of canon law.

CANON LAW MATTERS

Models of Pastoral
Leadership in Canon Law
Albert McDonnell

We are only too aware of the remarkable
drop in the number of priests in Ireland in
recent decades. The network of priests
which characterised rural post-famine
Ireland is becoming a memory. Even
the faith communities in our towns and
cities are increasingly being served by
fewer and older priests. The promotions
of vocations, inviting priests from abroad,
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withdrawing priests from non-parochial
ministries and delaying retirement have
all made little, enduring impact on this
situation. Reality dictates that we will
have to find new ways of providing
priestly ministry in our parishes and faith
communities with far fewer priests than
heretofore.
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Reflection, prayer, consultation and
open discussion are needed. One source
of useful indications is the code of canon
law. The code is written for the entire
Latin church which varies from wealthy,
baroque basilicas to impoverished,
persecuted communities; from apostolic
foundations to young churches. It reflects
concrete reality from many different faith
experiences. It is a fruit of theological
reflection and pastoral experience. All
faith communities need pastoral ministry
and leadership and the code provides a
number of models.
The code describes a parish ‘as a
community of Christ’s faithful … entrusted
to a parish priest as its proper pastor’
(canon 515§1). Parishes are about
people and pastors. Having sufficient
priests to appoint an individual parish
priest to each parish is regarded as the
ideal by the code. This was the situation
in Ireland from the mid nineteenth
century onwards. This situation changed
in Killaloe diocese during the 1990s and
several other Irish dioceses are now on
the cusp of not having a resident priest
for each parish. It is likely that will be the
situation in all our twenty-six dioceses
before long.
The code provides four possible responses
to this situation. All four options contain
two central elements; (1) an identifiable
person/group of people must be
appointed by the bishop to lead each
parish and (2) each scenario envisages
some involvement by a priest(s).
1.
The code permits a bishop
to entrust the pastoral care of two or
more parishes to a single priest if that is
warranted by ‘a shortage of priests or
other circumstance’ (canon 526§1).
This has been adopted in many Irish
dioceses and has resulted in a priest
taking responsibility for a second parish,
sometimes with the assistance of a retired
priest or a priest involved in another
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ministry. Many parishes which share a
parish priest have experienced a major
drop in population and the consequent
reduction in (even elimination of) retail
and other services. However, the number
of churches usually remains the same
and even the reduction to one Sunday
celebration of the Eucharist in each
church results in the single priest having to
drive long distances. Often rushing from
church to church on a Sunday morning
leaves little time to simply chat to people
before or after Mass. A traditional strength
of the Irish Church was the strong bond
that existed between priests and people.
The danger of reducing priestly ministry
to celebrating sacraments for strangers
emerges. The negative consequences
for the wellbeing of the priest and the
pastoral care of the people are obvious.
In this structure, each parish retains its
individual structure of pastoral, finance,
liturgy and other groups all of which
require the presence of the single priest
at meetings. As the number of priests
continues to decrease, it is likely that
we will soon move from entrusting two
parishes to one priest to three or more.
Clearly, the elasticity of this solution in the
Irish context is finite and we may well be
approaching its limit.
2.
Where priests are insufficient, the
code permits the bishop to appoint a
deacon, a lay person (e.g. a catechist)
or a religious community to administer a
parish (canon 517§2). However, a priest
must be appointed ‘to direct the pastoral
care’. The priest concerned will not have
a day to day involvement in the life of the
parish but will visit the parish to celebrate
the Eucharist as often as possible. The
code also presents the possibility of
a deacon or a lay person, in certain
circumstances, leading a Sunday liturgy
of the word, (canon 1248§2) including the
distribution of holy communion (canons
230§3, 918). The involvement of female
and male lay people in pastoral ministry
and administration would certainly enrich
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the life of the Church. Naturally, there are
financial implications for the formation
and support of lay pastoral ministers which
would require a restructuring of parish and
diocesan finances. There may also be
a requirement for a cultural adjustment.
The association of pastoral ministry with
the priesthood is an almost exclusive
manner is deeply engrained in the Irish
Catholic mindset. The appointment of
lay pastoral workers in some Irish diocese
and parishes and the development of
the permanent diaconate represents
a move towards entrusting the care of
parishes to lay people and deacons.
3.
The code also permits a bishop
to entrust the pastoral care of a parish
or a group of parishes to several priests
jointly (canon 517§1). While all the
priests share in the pastoral care of the
parish(es) one of them is to be given the
title of ‘moderator’ and he is to ‘direct
the joint action and be responsible to the
bishop’. The essence of this arrangement
is team ministry. Each member of the
team is a co-parish priest and has all
the canonical rights and duties of parish
priests and shares in the responsibility for
all the parishes in the group. In the Irish
situation, the number of parishes will
usually exceed the number of priests and
consequently not all parishes will have
a resident priest. The moderator is the
juridical representative of all parishes in
the group. In other respects, however,
he is the first among equals. A bishop
may also appoint priests to the parish/
group of parishes concerned as curates.
Experience suggests that a willingness
and ability among the group of priests to
work together as a team is fundamental
to the success of this model. Successful
living of this model helps overcome the
isolation that many priests experience in
ministry. It also reflects the true nature of
ministry as collaborative and hopefully
leads to greater partnership with lay
members of the pastoral area. Some feel
that there may be a leadership deficit in
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such an arrangement. When problems
arise, who is ultimately in charge? Clearly
the moderator would need skills and
perhaps ongoing formation in the area
of leadership. An additional possibility
is to give the moderator the additional
role of vicar forane for the pastoral
area. This would give him an enhanced
canonical role in terms of oversight and
co-ordination (canon 555).
4.
The code also contains provision
for the amalgamation of parishes
(canon 515§2). Several dioceses in
mainland Europe and North America
have drastically reduced their number
of parishes in recent decades. Many
of these amalgamations have proved
controversial and have involved protests
and sometime recourse to the Holy
See. A bishop is required to engage in
consultation before he unites parishes.
The amalgamation of parishes usually
includes a reduction in the number of
churches. Other potentially contentious
aspects include the merging of finances,
especially where there is an imbalance
between the financial health of the
parishes involved and the possible loss of
identity on the part of individual parishes/
faith communities. Irish parishes have
deep roots. Perhaps we are not yet
ready for this solution, but it may well form
part of our future.
Whatever perspective we may have on
priestly ministry and pastoral leadership
in Ireland, one thing is clear – we cannot
continue as we are! We need to begin by
recognising that reality. Moving forward
in faith and hope will require us to free
ourselves from inappropriate deference
to inherited structures, to nourish an
imagination that places people and our
spiritual wellbeing foremost and centre
all things on Christ and His Gospel.
(Article will also feature in the Intercom,
November edition)
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Chaplaincy: Faith and
care in our schools >>>>
FERGAL BRENNAN, ST KIERAN'S COLLEGE

by Fr Dermot, our College President, are central
to the fabric of St Kieran’s College. My primary

In St Kieran's College we believe that caring for the

aim while carrying out this role is to be a visible

students is the task of all in our school community.

and listening presence while routinely meeting a

The Chaplain, however, has a special role in

number of students throughout the school day.

providing this care. The Chaplain of a school
should work closely with management and staff

On top of the aforementioned liturgies, the

to ensure that the faith dimension inherent to the

Chaplain is also central to the organising of

school is manifest in the care and direction we

important events throughout the school year

give our pupils. In a school community where

including Mental Health Week (introducing and

the dignity of each individual is respected, the

maintaining an amber flag for mental health

chaplain has day-to-day contact with pupils,

awareness within our school), Catholics School

staff and parents and gives witness to the mission

week and school retreats.

and ethos of St Kieran’s College. I aim to advise
and supports management in areas relating

Within the school community in St Kieran’s

to pupil and staff welfare and initiates and

College, I aim to give every student the

organises liturgical activities for the benefit of the

opportunity to attend a religious retreat as a

school community.

method of bonding with their own year group.
Each year in St Kieran’s College has the chance

By qualification, I am a teacher of Religious

to avail of these retreats with a different theme

Education and Music. However, on top of this

set aside for each group. Some retreats take

teaching aspect to my work I have also been

place within the school but other year’s groups

the Chaplain of the St Kieran's College for the

are allowed the opportunity to go on trips

past two years. It is significantly distinctive that

around the country which is a memorable and

I am a regular lay person in the role while also

enjoyable highlight for all our students within the

having a full teaching timetable. I thoroughly

school year.

enjoy my time being witness to the faith and
diocesan dimension of St Kieran’s College. As

One of the most important groups assembled by

the oldest Catholic School in Ireland, our faith

the school chaplain is the ‘Cairdeas’ programme

is at the heart of school life. Liturgies including

and its importance in 1st Year induction. The

beginning of year Mass, Christmas Carol services

‘Cairdeas’ programme involves a group of 5th

among many other religious events, always led

Year students who have submitted application
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care in our schools >>>>
forms and participated in training for the purpose

FR JIM MURPHY,

of taking care of a group of First Year students on

CBS SECONDARY SCHOOL

their entry into St Kieran’s College. This year, we

In my third year in CBS the Brother, A. Leahy,

have twenty five ‘Cairdeas’ leaders who take

noticed in class that I had a toothache and sent

care of six first years students each. These leaders

me over to the Brothers' Monastery at Tilbury to

act as a point of contact for the first year students

ask Annie Burke, the housekeeper to give me

if they have any difficulty settling into school. The

two tablets and a mug of tea. On a Winter's

transition from primary to secondary school can

morning this was an unexpected act of concern

be a big challenge for a number of students and

and kindness.

this programme aims to help and cater for such

the school now as the chaplain I walk through

students. The ‘Cairdeas’ are an integral part of

the gardens and I am reminded of the many

1st Year induction day while also meeting them

Brothers who taught there but especially of the

for ten workshops throughout the year to teach

jovial Corkman Brother Leahy who epitomized

their mentees about skills and characteristics

good humor and human decency. I believe

such as team work, self-discovery, goal setting,

the Chaplain has to be a kindly person. We all

values, dealing with stress, perceptions among

remember the teachers who showed us respect

many more.

and kindness.

Throughout my time as a student in St Kieran’s

I spent time visiting classes meeting the scholars

College, the Chaplain was always seen as

at work whether it is honors maths or religion. I

a caring individual who could always lend a

get 10 minutes to make my pitch but it is

listening ear. I can remember back to when I

amazing how often the questions or comments

walked the halls of St Kieran’s College from first

spring forth when I am about to move on. The

to sixth year which enables me to understand

meeting with the chaplain is seen as a welcome

the necessity and requirement for the Chaplain

break. The chaplain is outside of the discipline

to be available to all students who may require

or administration of the school which makes him

my assistance at any point during the school

everybody's best buddy! The chaplain rambles

year. Therefore, I aim to use this time as a student

around on the corridors during break time when

to enhance my own personal skills to ensure that

it is like a walk in Grafton Street but it is at this

the time spent by every student in St Kieran’s

time regularly I get a tap on the shoulder asking

College

for a rendezvous. One never knows the burdens

is

experience.

an

enjoyable

and

memorable

Every day I make my way to

young people carry with them in to school when
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Chaplaincy: Faith and
care in our schools >>>>
they may be coming from a dysfunctional home

getting to know the students and building up

situation and the chaplain is a very important

relationships. The last day of class in May for the

safety valve.

I have met young people who

Leaving Certs involves a climb on Slievenamon

gave the outward signs of being angry and

with teachers and chaplain. I am glad to relate

found in conversation that they have been

the fitness level is great!

hurting badly. The sight of a 16 year old boy
sobbing and in distress leaves its mark and tells

I hope that through our fun days and school

me of the importance of being on the look out

days we have time to appreciate the gifts of

for the signs of need

each one and cherishing the charism of Edmund
Rice that we help them to come to know and

We have a Transition Year trip to Bavaria

love the Lord Jesus. It is a role I greatly enjoy

each year for five days. These days give me

and wish I had more time to waste in just being

the best opportunity for pastoral care and

present as a kindly and friendly person in the

interaction with the boys.

service of the growth and blossoming of young

We celebrate the

Eucharist at the Carmelite monastery next to

people. One never knows how powerful and

Dachau

Concentration Camp. The scholars

significant little acts of kindness can have on the

prepare the prayers and the Readings, and the

life of a person. Mol an oige agus tiochigh siad!

choir is practised weeks ahead. It is a poignant
celebration. We celebrate Love in a place which
has known great pain and suffering. Our trip also
gives me time to improve my Snooker skills but I
have been beaten in Munich by sharpshooters in
keenly contested and entertaining battles. There
is also the day trip to the Alps and the snowball
battles provide great enjoyment. The chaplain
regularly comes off worst having initiated gallant
onslaughts. These are valuable opportunities for

ELIZABETH KEHER, FIFTH YEAR STUDENT, LORETO
SECONDARY SCHOOL
Our school Chaplain is Fr Roderick Whearty. As
Chaplain, he shares a special connection with
our school and actively helps to promote our
strong Catholic Ethos in all areas of school life.
He is involved in our school masses, delivering
inspiring sermons, encouraging us to carry
Catholic values to our everyday lives. He also
embodies the characteristics we hold dear as a
Loreto school, the Mary Ward values of Freedom,
Justice, Truth, Sincerity, and Joy. He teaches us
how to remain true to these values and spread
them to others. Fr Whearty also reminds us
regularly how important it is to take time out of
our busy schools lives for reflection,reflecting on
ourselves and reminding ourselves that what
we value is crucial to having a strong faith, as
it is so easy to get distracted by hectic school
life. Mindfulness and taking a few moments of
peaceful reflection helps to clear your mind. Fr
Whearty also organises prayer services in the
school before school trips abroad, creating a
calming atmosphere and leading everyone
in praying for a safe and enjoyable trip. These
services are held in the school’s oratory, a quiet
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space that's always available for prayer. The

Presentation is part of the Catholic Education

oratory is also used by Fr Whearty during Lent,

An Irish Schools’ Trust (CEIST), the trustee body

where weekly masses are held giving students

for 107 Voluntary Catholic Secondary Schools

the opportunity for additional prayer during this

in Ireland. Ceist is inspired by the vision of ‘a

special time. He is also always available to talk to

compassionate and just society inspired by

individual students should they need guidance.

the life and teaching of Jesus Christ’. Their

He provides a spiritual and faith related

mission is to ‘provide a holistic education in the

perspective for any problems they might have.

Catholic tradition’. This year to honour the300th

Fr Whearty represents a God that is present in

anniversary of the birth of Nano Nagle, founder

our school life and reminds us of how important

of the Presentation Sisters, the Catholic Historical

our faith is. It is heartening to know that he is

Society of Ireland hosts a conference examining

always there should we need him, someone

Nano Nagel’s life and legacy on September

who is our chaplain, who suits the needs of our

29th, 2018. Annually, we celebrate Nano Nagle

particular school. He is someone who is tuned

through mass with our chaplain, Fr Dan Carroll.

into the students’ needs by maintaining a

Students are encouraged to participate through

regular contact with the student body. He is not

hymns, readings and prayer as we embody

a distant figure but is very much part of school

the vision of Nano on Presentation Day (21st

life. As a catholic school it is very important to

November). This is the beginning of our liturgical

have someone who represents God’s presence

year in our school.

and is also actively involved in our daily lives. We
are blessed to have him as our Chaplain and

In Presentation we have a programme called

hope that he will continue in that role for many

Le Chéile, designed to provide guidance and

years to come.

support to first years by sixth years taking place
every Monday after school. Yearly, we celebrate

KATIE DOYLE, FIFTH YEAR STUDENT, PRESENTATION

numerous liturgical events, for example we have

SECONDARY SCHOOL

a carol service at Christmas, this is a highlight
for many as the choir expresses the story of

Presentation Secondary School Kilkenny has

Jesus’s birth through song and music.Retreats

a strong and unequivocal mission statement

are offered to third years, fifth years and sixth

committed to cherishing, nurturing and caring

years, a day is spent away from one's academic

for all students equally. Presentation Secondary

life to reconnect in prayer, with God. Religion is

School, Kilkenny is a Catholic Voluntary School. It

an integral subject in our school offered to all

is a community of people who share a Christian

students where all aspects of Catholicism are

vision of life. The personification of the mission

studied.

statement in practice exemplifies the variety
and scope of co-curricular and extracurricular
activities.

Students

are

afforded

every

opportunity and encouragement to become
involved in different aspects of school life.
Our school aims to ensure that the students are
enabled to reach their full potential - academic,
spiritual, physical etc. - encouraging them to
view life with optimism, confidence and an
aspiration to achieve excellence at all levels.
Inspired by the vision of Nano Nagle, our school
shows distinct concern for the disadvantaged
and is devoted to promoting anunbiased
society. Identifying the uniqueness of everyone,
we endeavour to develop a consciousness
of personal dignity communal respect and
compassion to the environment.
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Ray Cleere

Padre Pio
Pietrelcina is in mountain country towards the
South of Italy. Francesco Forgoine was born
there into an isolated community of about
5,000 people on Wednesday, May 25th,
1887, at 5pm in the evening, the time when
the church bells rang to call the faithful to
honour the Blessed Virgin Mary in her month.
The family was poor and hardworking. But
they were a prayerful family. They attended
morning Mass regularly and always prayed
the evening family Rosary. His mother was
especially devoted to Our Lady of Mount
Carmel and fasted three days a week.
Francesco was the second of six children
and they were all formed in a truly spiritual
atmosphere. His school essays showed
a marked understanding of prayer and
penance for the Holy Souls. At 5 years of age
he talked about his desire to become a priest.
It was not surprising that at 9 years of age he
was found sleeping on the floor with a stone
for a pillow. Saintly Capuchins did that at the
time.
Schools were rare then. There were only
five church schools in the diocese and the
population was 70% illiterate. Private schools
cost money. His father went to America and
sent a monthly contribution. He was a good
and happy man and he returned home “full
of joy and poorer than ever”. Francesco did
well at school. His first teacher was a married
ex-priest but eventually Francesco could
learn no more from him. He ministered to him
on his deathbed. Francesco also did well in
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his second school and he qualified for the
Novitiate.
Pietrelcina was a formative influence on the
first 30 years of his life. He grew up there and
spent some of his student days there so that
his poor health might improve in the mountain
air. He was ordained there on August 10th,
1910, and spent several years of his ministry
there, wrestling with the devil and discovered
the implications of his invisible Stigmata.
San Giovani Rotondo in Italy will always be
linked with Padre Pio. He remained there from
1918 onwards. At the time it was a community
of about 3,000 people. It was undeveloped
and had no electricity or water supply. A
mule track led one and a half kilometres
uphill to the Capuchin Friary of Our Lady of
Grace. When Padre Pio’s Stigmata became
visible and public knowledge, the entire area
changed. In 2018, 100 years later it has grown
tenfold. Today there is an attractive avenue
to the friary, with car parks, guest houses,
hotels, a 1,000 bed hospital or “The Home
for the Relief of Suffering”, a bigger church
and a new partly under-ground church. A
good road links the railway at Foggia over 30
kilometres away.
In the autumn of 1918 life changed forever.
Everything revolved around the time for
Padre Pio’s Mass and then the queue for
Confession. Visiting pilgrims scrambled for
best positions when the church doors were
opened at 4.30am. He was “their saint” and
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nobody would take him from them. In 1923
restrictions which were twice imposed on him
were revised after nine days. On June 17th,
1923, he was ordered to celebrate Mass away
from public view but the people demanded
and he was allowed to celebrate Mass in the
Church. On August 8th, 1923, he was informed
that he should move to Ancona. But the local
people at the time encircled the church and
there was a “No Entry/No Exit” sign until the
order was revoked.

Over the years countless miracles were

Francesco was a quiet child. He preferred to
pray in a quiet place rather than take part
in rough games with others. Bad language
horrified him. On January 6th, 1903, he
became a Capuchin novice. Life was not
easy. His questionable health was a problem
for years to come and his eating habits
created problems. Novices were expected to
eat normally. When he was ordered to take
regular food, he vomited. The Eucharist was
his real food and for twenty one days he took
nothing else. Later on as an adult he ate as little
as an infant’s intake of about 600 calories but
he did not become anaemic or lose weight.
In his student years he was afflicted with
burning fevers which shattered thermometers
at 42 degrees. As a compromise he was
allowed to study at home and to have the
benefit of the healthy mountain air. The parish
priest at the time supervised his studies with
excellent results. He spent much of his time
there up to 1917. He was given his own key to
the church and he often locked himself in. At
the time his Mass was too long for a working
community and the pastor silently ordered
him to proceed. It seemed from his letters
that he experienced the invisible Stigmata
from September 1910. He wrote to his Spiritual
Director about wounds which were the size of
a coin on his hands.

drawer where her husband usually kept gun

War led to conscription and friars were called
to serve in the Medical Corps. Posted to
Naples was an innocent recruit who was listed
as Francesco Forgoine. There, among more
than twenty others, he met life in the raw and
his theology books were lavishly illustrated.
He was shocked by the language and the
conduct. As was humanly possible he did his
best. He resembled a scarecrow in uniform
on guard duty, cleaned up and later did odd
jobs in the hospital. He was present for only six
months of his two and a half years’ service. He
spent the other two years mostly at Pietrelcina.

attributed to Padre Pio. One miracle which
was identified as Padre Pio’s first miracle
occurred in 1908. At the time he lived in
the monastery of Montefusco. One day he
gathered chestnuts growing in a nearby forest
into a bag and sent the bag to Pietrelcina
to his aunt Daria. She received and ate the
nuts and saved the bag as a souvenir. A few
days later she was looking for something in a
powder. It was in the evening and she used
a candle to light up the room. The drawer
suddenly caught fire and her face was badly
burned. After a moment she took the bag
which Padre Pio had sent and put it on her
face. Immediately, her pain disappeared
and no wounds or burn marks remained on
her face.
The Stigmata, the visible wounds of Christ on
Padre Pio’s body caused him great physical
pain and great emotional pain. It meant that
he was an object of curiosity and ridiculed
by some. He prayed for the physical marks to
leave him but for the pain to remain. Each day
friars bound the wounds with fresh bandages
and covered them with a mitten, a fingerless
brown and black glove which he removed for
Mass.
On September 20th 1918, 100 years ago, the
five wounds of the Lord’s Passion appeared
on his body and made him the first stigmatised
priest in the history of the Church. For 50 years
the wounds were a daily source of pain and
embarrassment for him. Medical experts were
at a loss to why the wounds continued to bleed
over the years. Worn out by over 50 years
of intense suffering and constant apostolic
activity in San Giovanni Rotondo, the wounds
began to disappear in the months prior to his
death 50 years ago on September 23rd, 1968.
Padre Pio was beatified on May 2nd, 1999,
by Pope John Paul II. His beatification had
the biggest attendance in history and he was
canonised by the same Pope on June 16th,
2002.
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MORALITY MATTERS

Give me a crash course in …

a changed moral
culture in Ireland
Michael Shortall

The days are shortening and becoming cooler. Another
summer is over.
A lot happened this summer, since the last publication
of the Ossory Times.
You could say that the Referendum to Repeal the Eighth
Amendment of the Constitution began the summer,
and it finished with the Papal Visit of Pope Francis.
Yes, like two bookends. It could also be said that the
way the two events unfolded says that modern Ireland
is a very different place from what went before.
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A lot has certainly changed since the
first Papal visit of Pope St John Paul in
1979.
Yes. Ireland has changed in so many
ways. Since then, our country has
become a prosperous economy,
a more multi-cultural society, and,
let us not forget, has succeeded in
establishing a peace process.
There are many others changes too.
Some are for the better, like tolerance
and transparency about the past
wrong doings by state and church
institutions.
Others, I think, are having a bad effect:
growing inequality, stubbornly high
suicide rates, inability to tackle serious
problems such as health care provision
and housing.
The Catholic moral tradition says that
culture is really important in effecting
how people act and what they value.
For example Pope Francis, like Pope
Benedict before him, speaks of ‘a
human ecology’. (Evangelii Gaudium,
216) Each of us live within a fragile web
of relationships. Just as the environment
effects people and people shape the
environment, so culture effects people
and people are shaped by the culture.
How does Pope Francis see our culture?
He too sees many positive things. But
he is also very worried about where
we are going. One way in which Pope
Francis describes modern culture,
which Ireland is a part, is that it is a
“throwaway culture.” Our society is
built in such a way, and so people
think in a way “in which everything has
a price, everything can be bought,
everything is negotiable. This way of
thinking has room only for a select
few, while it discards all those who are
unproductive.”
And so it effects people’s moral
choices?
Yes. For example a throwaway culture
is driving much of the environmental
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problems faced by the world. Equally,
this way of thinking can, and does,
justify the exploitation of the poor.
And lastly, it can affect how we look
at issues about the beginning and the
end of life.
What is Pope Francis’ alternative?
He proposes that Christians should
create a different type of culture. He
calls it a “culture of encounter.” And
it has a special focus on hospitality.
This type of culture is recognisable by
the special care for the least among,
“no matter how troublesome or
inconvenient they may be.” Pope
Francis is very insistent that we should
do more than changing laws or giving
charitably. While these are important
and should be done, he maintains that
we should also be involved with people
– especially the marginalised – without
concern for benefit.
It means tackling all issues where we
can see a throw away culture at work?
Exactly. It may include the simplest
gesture of visiting the lonely, often
forgotten by our society. It could be
resisting forms of discrimination against
people with disability. It could be
refusing to buy from companies that
exploit poor workers in faraway lands.
And it is present in acknowledging
wrong-doing and seeking to make
amends, as Pope Francis did at the
beginning of the Papal Mass in the
Phoenix Park.
In the end, this is the creation of a new
culture?
Yes.
while
many
people
are
understandably disappointed by the
result of the Referendum, it is not the
end of the Christian commitment to
the value of life in all its stages and
circumstances. In fact, the value
remains all the more important. The
creation of a new culture of life begins
in families, communities and churches.
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After Father has departed the people
remain and hopefully will have been
nourished and encouraged
in faith, hope and love.

'The Changes'
Kieran O'Shea

Occasionally during the course of a
priests ministerial life he will inevitably
be caught up in that ecclesiastical
phenomenon known almost universally
as 'The Changes'. As one of those directly
affected this year I am always amazed at
the level of interest in the announcement
of clerical appointments in the diocese.
In church pews and porches, at pub
counters and street corners the pros and
cons, the men and the moves of 'The
Changes' are debated with a seriousness
usually reserved for those selected to play
on All Ireland Hurling Final Day! Even local
media outlets eagerly await the annual
announcement. Among the faithful it is
not unusual to hear it proclaimed that Fr
X wasn't a bad poor fella; We didn't think
he was that age! Did he look for a move
or was he moved?! or what is this new lad
like? What was that Bishop thinking of?!
Quite often intelligence assets outside the
jurisdiction of the parish will be consulted
to get the low down on the new PP or
Curate. Gradually a dossier is compiled
and it is important to be there on the
appointees first Sunday in the parish to
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see if the new incumbent will be loved or
loathed and to discover if the acquired
information matches the reality!
In the midst of all this tumult among
the people surrounding 'The Changes'
it can be very easy to forget those
directly involved in the whole affair.
Firstly a thought for the Bishop who has
to respond to the needs of the various
parishes in the diocese. In days past
the task was somewhat easier. Today
the landscape has changed utterly with
fewer priests available to maintain the
levels of service to which parishioners
were accustomed in the past. Similar to
many other dioceses across the country
and beyond 'The Changes' here in the
Diocese of Ossory no longer involve just
moving chess pieces around the board
but discerning how best to mission our
remaining priests to work alongside their
brothers and sisters who themselves
exercise important ministries in the faith
community as the baptised people of
God.
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In light of these realities the priest to be 'changed' also
experiences many emotions as he prepares for a new
mission. Quite often he will respond to expressions of
regret surrounding his departure from the parish with
such cliches as 'it goes with the territory' or when you enlist
you must soldier'. However this response often avoids
dealing with the very human feelings of loss and sadness
at having to take up his bed and move, leaving behind
people and projects, familiar territory and perhaps even
a certain comfort that comes with having set down roots
in a particular community for a long period of time.
On the other hand the prospect of a new adventure,
meeting & working with new people, can indeed be life
giving. A move to a new parish even in these challenging
times for the Church can provide an opportunity to
begin again, to explore new ways of ministry, of being a
pastor of souls who leads through service and example
and who proclaims the 'Joy of the Gospel' by his life and
ministry.
'The Changes' provide a very powerful reminder that we
priests are called to be humble servants of the gospel.
Following in the footsteps of Jesus who moved from town
to town to proclaim the Reign of God and the example
of the apostles and early disciples the priest too sacrifices
a permanent abode and goes where he is sent. No
priest should feel that this itinerant lifestyle justifies an 'I'm
only passing through' approach to ministry. Whether his
ministry in a particular parish is for a short period of time
or of longer duration he is called to immerse himself in
the life of the faith community, witnessing to the gospel
and helping all to grow in their relationship with Christ
and with each other. In the past a priest was deemed to
have succeeded if the school, the hall and other church
infrastructure was in good repair and the parish coffers
were in a healthy state. The tide has turned; building
community, providing resources to equip people with
skills for leadership in ministry and ownership of their
parishes must now take priority. Now and in the days
ahead the priests ability to empower others and at the
same time to 'let go' will determine his legacy. After
Father has departed the people remain and hopefully
will have been nourished and encouraged in faith, hope
and love. For each priest the day comes when 'The
Changes' become a reality. That day can truly become
a positive spiritual, human and pastoral experience
when it is embraced as an opportunity for renewal of
mission and of committing himself once again to leaving
the imprint of God's love and mercy on the community
he is called to serve. The following Reflection puts it all in
perspective…
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Prophets of
a Future Not
Our Own
It helps, now and then, to step back and
take a long view.
The kingdom is not only beyond our
efforts, it is even beyond our vision.
We accomplish in our lifetime only a tiny
fraction of the magnificent
enterprise that is God's work. Nothing we
do is complete, which is a way of
saying that the Kingdom always lies
beyond us.
No statement says all that could be said.
No prayer fully expresses our faith.
No confession brings perfection.
No pastoral visit brings wholeness.
No program accomplishes the Church's
mission.
No set of goals and objectives includes
everything.
This is what we are about.
We plant the seeds that one day will
grow.
We water seeds already planted,
knowing that they hold future promise.
We lay foundations that will need further
development.
We provide yeast that produces far
beyond our capabilities.
We cannot do everything, and there is a
sense of liberation in realising that.
This enables us to do something, and to
do it very well.
It may be incomplete, but it is a beginning,
a step along the way, an
opportunity for the Lord's grace to enter
and do the rest.
We may never see the end results, but
that is the difference between the master
builder and the worker.
We are workers, not master builders;
ministers, not messiahs.
We are prophets of a future not our own.
Reflection by Bishop Ken Untener, Bishop of
Saginaw, Michigan, USA 1980 - 2004
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Quote text maybe here. Quote
text here. Text here

Reflection
on World
Meeting of
Families
Ray Dempsey

At the conclusion of the World Meeting
of Families (WMOF) in Philadelphia in
2015 Pope Francis announced that
Dublin would be the next city to host the
event in 2018 and thus began 3 years of
preparation at diocesan and national
level for this ecclesial event. The theme
chosen for the 9th WMOF is a theme
very close to Pope Francis’ heart and
teaching “The Gospel of the Family: Joy
for the World” - all preparations were
guided by this theme. On August 21st
2017, the Feast of Our Lady of Knock,
Archbishop Diarmuid Martin blessed and
anointed the Holy Family Icon at the end
of Mass in the Basilica in Knock signalling
the one-year countdown to the opening
of the WMOF in Dublin. In Ossory a family
fun day in St Kieran’s College in May
2017 coincided with the launch of our
own Diocesan preparations for the World
Meeting of Families. Resources from
the World Meeting of Families office in
Clonliffe were made available to Parishes
within the Diocese to mark their own
preparations for WMOF and thankfully
many parishes took this on board marking
key moments such as Christmas, Easter,
Confirmation and First Holy Communion.
Likewise, resources were made available
to schools so that they could be part of
the preparation too especially during
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Catholic Schools Week at the end of
January. Parish Evenings of Prayer in St
Kieran’s College took the preparation
for WMOF to heart too. The beautiful
icon of the Holy Family was specially
commissioned by WMOF 2018, written
by Romanian iconographer Mihai Cucu,
and assisted by the Redemptoristine
Sisters of the Monastery of St Alphonsus,
Dublin, as part of their ongoing prayer
for families. It was very significant that a
community of nuns who dedicate their
lives to prayer were involved in writing this
Icon since the Icon was to become the
focus of gathering people for prayer in all
the Dioceses of Ireland. From June 11th
to 16th the Icon came to the Diocese
of Ossory coming initially to St Mary’s
Cathedral, travelling south to Sacred
Heart Church Ferrybank, then north to St
Patrick’s Church, Ballyragget and finally
to St Fiacre’s Church, Loughboy. In each
of these Deaneries people, priests and
religious came together for a Prayer
Service in the presence of the Icon
helping to focus our spiritual preparation
for WMOF. The primary schools in each of
these places were also involved during
the school day in coming to the Church
and singing, reflecting and praying in the
presence of the Icon. At the final station
in St Fiacre’s in Loughboy a prayer service
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for young people took place. These days
as the Icon travelled from one end of the
Diocese to the other were grace filled
days as the preparation intensified in the
two months leading up to the events in
Dublin. Coupled with this Icon visit many
parishes were now beginning to organise
buses for parishioners to attend the events
in Dublin, people offered their services as
volunteers, families from each parish were
being nominated to attend the Festival
of Families in Croke Park and recently
engaged or newly married couples to
attend the encounter with Pope Francis
in the Pro Cathedral in Dublin. The weeks
passed quickly and on the evening of
August 21st (one year since Knock event)
an Opening Ceremony took place in all
26 dioceses in Ireland. This was unique
to the WMOR experience in Ireland as
it hadn’t happened in other countries
previously. It took the form of Evening
Prayer of the Church and in a packed St
Mary’s Cathedral Bishop Dermot Farrell
led people in prayer from all over the
Diocese and spoke of the importance of
Christian family life. The Cathedral choir
and cantors led the singing of Psalms and
hymns and many people were involved
with readings and prayers. The gathering
truly reflected who we are as a Diocesan
family. The next morning people travelled
to the RDS for the Pastoral Congress with
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dozens of workshops and seminars going
on as well as many and varied activities
for families. Central to each day at the
RDS was the prayerful celebration of
Mass which took place in the arena
each afternoon with silent Eucharistic
Adoration during the day. Each parish
in the Diocese and in the country had
the opportunity to nominate a family to
attend the Festival of Families in Croke
Park and it was enjoyed immensely by all
who attend this unique and spectacular
event. Despite inclement weather on
Sunday morning August 25th many
pilgrims headed off on buses from their
various parishes to be present for the
Papal Mass in the Phoenix park. The 5
to 7 kilometre walk from the bus parking
area didn’t dampen spirit of both old
and young alike. There was a great sense
of being on pilgrimage together as we
walked through the suburbs to get to our
destination and be with Pope Francis for
Mass. The atmosphere during the Mass
was joyful and uplifting. The months of
preparation and the days of WMOF 2018
will be forever etched in memories and
hearts and despite dark clouds over the
universal Church during those days Pope
Francis brought a great sense of hope
and new life to our land. Our prayer is that
this positive foundation can be built on as
we face the future together with hope.
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The opening
ceremonies of
WMOF 2018
began in
the RDS Dublin
Gemma Mulligan

The opening ceremonies of WMOF
2018 took place in every diocese in the
country on Tuesday 21 st August and
the pastoral congress began in the RDS
on Wednesday 22 nd for three days. The
overarching theme for World Meeting of
Families 2018 was “Gospel of the family,
Joy for the world” and the three days of
the Pastoral Congress had a key theme.
The Family and Faith (Wednesday)
The Family and Love (Thursday) and
The Family and Hope (Friday). The
themes were all based on the Apostolic
Exhortation Amoris Laetitia , The Joy of
Love, published by Pope Francis in 2016.
I was privileged to be part of a panel on
Friday discussing how coming together
as a family to celebrate the Lord’s Day
can enrich our relationships and family
life. We looked at how “A family’s living
space could be turned into a domestic
church, a setting for the Eucharist, the
presence of Christ seated at its table” (AL
15).
The Panel included Colette Furlong,
Elphin Diocese, Rosemary Lavelle and
Colin Thomson, Archdiocese of Dublin
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and Salvatore Martinez, President of the
Vatican Foundation, International Centre
Family of Nazareth, Italy.
Each of us shared our stories and there was
an opportunity for questions afterwards.
While we all had different stories there
were many shared experiences of family
life and hope. The understanding that all
families are far from perfect and are full
of ‘Saints and Sinners’ is what Rosemary
and Colin talked about, how through
the everyday messiness we learn to be
in communion with each other. We all
recognised the truth in Pope Francis’s
teaching that ‘The Lord’s presence
dwells in real and concrete families with
all their daily troubles and struggles, joys
and hopes...The spirituality of family love
is made up of thousands of small but
real gestures..It is here that God has his
dwelling place (AL315).
Salvatore spoke of the importance of the
‘Domestic Church’ and the importance
of prayer between the spouses and
prayer in the family. He emphasised
during his talk several times how this
can help protect the family. Salvatore
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said that Pope Francis in Amoris Laetitia
has given us a vision for the world and a
mission for the world. While he noted that
in Ireland there seemed to be a crisis of
faith he said that the Holy Spirit is not in
crisis. It was clear from the days at World
Meeting of Families that “Love is alive”.

One of the most encouraging paragraphs

Being part of a panel discussing
‘Celebrating the Lord’s Day as Family’ was
a wonderful experience. The room was
full with mostly very enthusiastic Italians
and a few familiar faces but we all had
something in common. We were there
because we believed in the importance
of family and faith. I think that it is so
important that we have opportunities to
talk about our faith lives and the struggles
and challenges as well as our hopes and
aspirations.

reason the family has always been the

in Amoris Laetitia is where Pope Francis
says, “Christian couples are, for each
other, for their children and for their
relatives, co-operators of grace and
witnesses of the faith. God calls them to
bestow life and to care for life. For this
nearest ‘hospital’ (AL321).
The World Meeting of Families may have
ended but what we experienced during
these days must be lived on and lived
out in our homes, parishes and in our
diocese. “So let us care for one another,
guide and encourage one another and
experience this as part of our family
spirituality” (AL321).
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The Papal Mass
Phoenix Park Dublin
August 26th 2018
A PERSONAL RECOLLECTION
David Power Jr

Sunday 26th August 2018 is a day that
will forever remain etched in my memory
and recall my experience to my own
family in generations to come.
This may be the only time I may have had
to avail of the opportunity to set eyes
on Pope Francis in the flesh, the 266th
Apostolic successor of St Peter, on Irish soil
in the Phoenix Park, Dublin Ireland.
Having travelled by bus with St Patrick’s
Parish Pilgrims, Kilkenny, we arrived full
of enthusiasm at Kylemore about 4.5 km
from the Phoenix Park. We walked and
talked the rest of the way. While the more
senior members were more cautious in
their stride and asserted where necessary
by volunteers. I accompanied my mother,
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who was wrapped up in a poncho as the
morning was somewhat damp. We had
our own supply of food and drinks and an
umbrella that protected us from squawks
of rain when having our picnic.
The 350-year-old parkland and stage
construction, chairs and thoroughfares
were awash with papal flags, scarfs &
caps. The altar was built around the cross
that was erected when Pope John Paul II
cam to Ireland (1979).
We were ushered to our allocated section
and formed a small part of the estimated
300,000
spectators.
Many
groups
entertained us while we waited for Mass
and numerous choirs from all over Ireland
had assembles including my sister who is
a member of the Arís Choir, conducted
by Ms Veronica McCarron, Kilkenny and
had pride of place to the left of the altar.
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The much-anticipated arrival of Pope Francis was
relayed on the big screens and to every television
all over Ireland and beyond. My Dad who wasn’t
able to make the journey for want of energy, was
glued to every activity and word on the box as
were countless senior citizens of like mind and body
in every village, townland, town, city and home or
hospital in Ireland.
The arrival of the Pontiff who had bee a little
delayed due to traffic congestion did finally
emerge in his popemobile. There was a rush to
ensure a favourable vantage point from the various
sections of the assembled crowd. Mother and I
were fortunate to get a bird’s eye view of the Vicar
of Christ as he passed within touching distance of
where we were standing, what total joy and peace
we felt in our hearts and what a privilege to be there
to share this moment with so many others. It was
wonderful to witness families together, an era when
broken families are so widespread.
The highlight of the day was a most beautiful
celebration of Mass concelebrated with Pope
Francis, Archbishop Eamon Martin, Clergy and
readers and most beautiful singing. The homily
was given by the Holy Father who emphasised the
need for repentance for our own sins and the sins
of some wayward clergy and for some who worked
under the church’s umbrella. The Pontiff said, “to
forgive is Divine”. As a Christian family, we are all in
this together and must show mercy and forgiveness
and in the words of our saviour has given us in the
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Lisdowney group.

Our Father…. .forgive us our trespasses as
we forgive those who trespass against us.
Amen.
A special thanks to Fr Roderick Whearty,
Doreen Griffin and the wonderful
Michelle and the many clergy, lay
people and volunteers who facilitated
such a memorable day for me and so
many others. Go raibh mile a maith agat.

A PERSONAL RECOLLECTION
Mairead McLoughlin

Our parish, St Patrick’s Kilkenny city
notified us in our newsletter that they
were going to book tickets for the Papal
Mass. Tickets were going to be difficult
to come by. When Michelle told us they
would also have a bus running we put
down our names.
As time approached traffic restrictions
and arrangements began to be known.
We were warned it would be a pilgrimage
with long delays, portaloos, and queuing
for food. We would have a long walk
from the bus park.
Negative commentary started on papers
and tv and radio. The horrors of abuse
and cover ups were relived. The hurt of
a lot of people was highlighted and as
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Pope Francis himself said ‘Irish peoples’
faith had been tested and affected’ by
it. On the eve of the visit Bishop Diarmuid
Martin said of media coverage that if it
caused people to question their religion
and start a dialogue it was no bad thing.
Horror of horrors heavy rain was forecast
for Sunday. After months of really fine
weather it was hard to believe. Raincoats
and wet gear had to be rooted out.
On Saturday Pope Francis arrived in
glorious sunshine. Media was now a lot
more impartial and respectful. He looked
so friendly and approachable. At every
step he addressed the hurts of decades.
Sunday morning duly arrived with pouring
rain. we scrambled on to the bus at St
Fiacre’s with foldup stools, sandwiches,
wet gear and bleary eyed. Michelle and
Doreen had prepared bags for us with
tickets, map, hand sanitizer, crisps, bar
and a drink. After a while people relaxed
and started chatting.
Unbelievably the pouring rain had
stopped by the time we got to Kylmore
bus park A. Lots of busses were already
in so off we set with a sturdy stream of
others. Roads were very well signposted.
It was amazing to be walking on roads
which are normally so busy with traffic.
We had plenty of time and everyone was
chatting and in good humour. All Gardai
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and officials were good humoured and
most helpful.
It was just over 6km to our coral. As we
are fairly fit that wasn’t a problem for
us especially when we had lots of time.
Having finally got to grips with the map
and saw where nearest loos and tea/
coffee was we sat ourselves down to our
sandwiches etc…. Other people from our
bus arrived in dribs and drabs and at last
we knew we were in the right place.
Various music acts were on stage with
big screens in lots of areas. Heavy drizzle
passed over often. Ponchos were on
and off. When our nearest loos were full
I was glad of the walk to another section
to warm myself up.
We could see preparations for Mass on the
altar going ahead and then Popemobile
appeared. It was a great treat to have
him come all over the park. Choir started
and they were brilliant all through.
I for one was very impressed and elated
when at the start of Mass Pope Francis
asked for forgiveness for the crimes
committed and cover ups of church
and others. After each prayer there was
applause from the crowd and a feeling
of joy. That was the highlight for us.
As it was the World Meeting of Families
some readings were in other languages
and the Pope’s homily too.
It was
probably beautifully done on TV but like
Croke Park on All Ireland Final Day you
have to be there to get the true feeling.
At times rain and wind enveloped us from
behind and when final blessing was over
we bolted from our places. It crossed my
mind the hardships our ancestors faced
at the Mass rocks to keep their faith.
We eventually found our bus after a
struggle in big park and collapsed into
our seats. After the itinerary Pope Francis
had we felt such admiration for his energy
and stamina.
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At our stage of life it was wonderful to see
our leader. Many thanks to St Patrick’s
parish and we were happy we had made
the effort.

A PERSONAL RECOLLECTION
Fr Roderick Whearty

A change of mind, a quick decision and
some fraternal support meant that I was,
after all, able to join over one hundred
people from our parish (St Patrick’s) on
our ‘journey of faith’ to join with our Holy
Father Pope Francis for the celebration
of the Eucharist, on August 26th in the
Phoenix Park Dublin. Thirty-nine years
earlier, while still a teenager, I had made
a similar journey to Galway to celebrate
Mass with his predecessor Pope John
Paul the second. Though some of the
memories from that time have become
hazy with years I do vividly remember the
joy, happiness and the sheer excitement
of just being there on such an historic
and spiritual occasion. The words of Pope
John Paul ‘Young people of Ireland I love
you’ made a deep impression on me
and who knows perhaps in some way
paved the way for my future journey into
priesthood.
Many years later and with many changes
in my life, I was excited to once again
have the opportunity, in a spirit of faith
and celebration, to welcome Pope
Francis to Irish shores. Though the Ireland
of his predecessor would be a very
different Ireland to the one Pope Francis
would find I was confident that he would
be uplifted, impressed and moved by the
still very strong faith which Irish people
continue to have, despite recent history
and the continuing negative publicity
surrounding his visit.
The excitement was palpable as we
gathered at St Fiacre’s Church on that
Sunday morning in August to make our
very special journey to Dublin. Even the
bad weather did little to dampen the
excitement, enthusiasm and the real
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living faith of all who looked forward to
celebrating this special and historic Mass
with the Pope. Subconsciously we were
all very aware of the great privilege that
was ours on that day. We were mindful
too that we brought with us the needs,
prayers and intentions of parishioners,
family members, neighbours and friends
who were unable to travel physically with
us.
Arriving in Dublin we set off on the journey
to Phoenix Park joining thousands and
thousands of others as they too made
this very special journey. There was
something very spiritual and uplifting
as we walked together. People from all
over Ireland, men and women young
and old strangers to each other and yet
united and focussed on a single goal - to
celebrate our faith, to witness to our faith
and to be present at this most sacred of
celebrations with Pope Francis.
Having made our way to the orange zone
9D we made ourselves as comfortable
as we could for the celebration of the
Mass. We were particularly fortunate
that prior to the beginning of Mass
Pope Francis in his popemobile passed
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right by our corral. It gave many of our
parishioners the ideal opportunity to take
some fantastic pictures of the Pope. No
doubt stories of how close people got
to him will be told for years to come.
Though we were some distance from the
Pope for the celebration of Mass itself,
we felt we were very much part of the
celebration. The beautiful music, the
readings and just the whole atmosphere
was wonderful to experience. To be part
of such a wonderful occasion was truly
life giving. To be present and to witness
the faith of ordinary Catholics’ was for
me both humbling and enriching and I
think challenges the ‘current narrative’
which often surrounds discussions of faith
in Ireland.
The Mass concluded and, in our
thousands, we made our way back to the
bus park. Though tired by the day's events
we were uplifted by our experience and
delighted that we had been part of such
an important event for our Church and
indeed our country. It was good for us to
be there and with strengthened faith and
uplifted spirits we returned to our parish
and our homes a little more eager now
to live our faith in thanksgiving and in joy.
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Send your entries, with your
name, address, email and
mobile number, to:
“Ossory Times Competition”,
Ossory Adult Faith
Development,
St Kieran’s College,
College Road,
Kilkenny,
by 30th November 2018, first
correct entry from the hat wins!

Prize for age 5-8
Colouring
Competition

€20 Voucher
for Toy Shop

Prize for age 8-13
Wordsearch
Competition

€30 Voucher
for Toy Shop

Prize for Adult
Crossword
Competition

€50 Voucher

for Chapter House
Bookshop

Congrats to the winners
from the Ossory Times
Issue 17 competitions:
Adult Crossword:
Peggy Fitzgerald
Gowran
Co Kilkenny
Children’s Wordsearch,
age 8-13:
Isabel Hayden
Stoneyford
Co Kilkenny
Children’s Colouring,
age 5-8:
Charlotte Hussey
Freshford
Co Kilkenny
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Colouring
Competition

Wordsearch
Competition
For ages 8-13

For ages 5-8

ASIDE
ASKED
BEING
CHIEF
DEATH
EARLY
EQUAL
GAVE
HIRED
JESUS

LAST
LIFE
MONEY
ONES
ONLY
RIGHT
STILL
TOLD
WAGES
BORNE

Answers to Ossory Times Issue 17
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BURDEN
CONDEMN
CRUCIFIED
DISCIPLES
ENVIOUS
FOREMAN
FRIEND
GENTILES
GRUMBLE
HEAVEN

JERUSALEM
KINGDOM
MOCKED
OWNER
PRIESTS
RAISED
TEACHERS
VINEYARD

DIOCESE OF OSSORY

ST MARY’S CATHEDRAL

RESTORATION FUND DRAW
2018/2019
12 MONTHLY DRAWS

March 2018 to February 2019

MONTHLY PRIZES

1st Prize ........................... €2,000
2nd Prize ......................... €1,000
3rd Prize ............................. €500
4th Prize ............................. €300
5th Prize ............................. €300
6th Prize ............................. €200
7th Prize ............................. €200
8th Prize ............................. €100
9th Prize ............................. €100
10th Prize ........................... €100
Promoters’ Prize
€100 1st Prize Winner Promoter
€100 2nd Prize Winner Promoter

Subscription €10 per month. Draw will be held at 8pm on the last Wednesday of each month in the
Chapter Room, St Mary’s Cathedral, James’s Street, Kilkenny. All are welcome to attend.

Thank you for your support!

DIOCESE OF OSSORY

AIM HIGH
Diocese of Ossory

PARISH MINISTRY PROGRAMME FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
The Aim High Parish Ministry Programme
was developed to encourage young people
to take an active part in their Church,
parish and community.
Aim High is open to all young people, 16
years and over. The Award is ﬂexible,
non-competitive
and
requires
an
ongoing commitment. The programme
is coordinated through the Parish, in
conjunction with parish organisations,
secondary schools and youth clubs.

DEAR YOUNG PEOPLE,
THE CHURCH EXPECTS

GREAT THINGS

OF YOU AND YOUR

AIM HIGH
Contact us 086-3404730

Email: aimhigh@ossory.ie

GENEROSITY,

DON’T BE AFRAID TO

AIM HIGH
Pope Francis

